
 

When selecting the lifting vehicle, the maximum permissi-
ble total weight and the required minimum lifting height 
must be taken into account (height of traverse suspen-
sion, reel and lifting height).
The GEROtool® traverse is only authorised for hanging 
and transporting large spoked reels (TVG large-diameter 
pipe reel type A with a maximum load of 5,000 kg).
The manufacturer‘s guidelines as well as all legal and 
standardised regulations, instructions and laws for the 
professional slinging, lifting, transporting and setting 
down of loads must be observed.
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The tool In action

The GEROtool® reel lifting traverse makes it easy to attach and handle large and heavy coil reels with PE pipe.

Robust tool for safe loading and unloading of pipe reels

Special features

GEROtool® Reel traverse

This lifting aid is an assistance for construction site unloading processes of large reels. The reel-specific crossbeam design ena-
bles stable and load-distributing reel suspension as well as safe lifting and horizontal movements.

Functionality / Operation

GEROtool® traverse for lifting of a large reel
Insert the angle profiles into the hollow cylinder of the 
reel axle on both sides
Guide the round slings on both sides through the 
shackle eyes on the angle profiles and vertically to the 
underside of the traverse and fasten them to the ends of 
the traverse
Using two further round slings, guided diagonally to the 
hook receptacle of the hoist, the traverse sling is suspen-
ded in the centre, thus distributing the load
Safe reel transport is ensured when the reel is lifted 
vertically in a professional manner

GEROtool® reel traverse for TVG large-diameter pipe reel 
type A with a maximum load of 5,000 kg
GEROtool® reel traverse for roller carriers (40 kg) with 
two shackle eyes on both sides
Two angle profiles with shackles for reel axle suspension 
(2 x 10 kg)
Two pairs of lifting slings (round slings) for reel and load 
hook suspension

Design and form of delivery
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Product range

Description

GEROtool® reel traverse, two angle profiles with 

shackle for reel axle suspension, two pairs of 

lifting slings for reel and load hook suspension

Product-Nr.

35121


